
APBC Discussion Questions re CMP and Milwaukee Initiative 

 

1.  A.  In what ways have the discussion and subsequent action by the BOR on Jan 8 changed the 

priorities of the campus administration regarding the Milwaukee Initiative/CMP?  

B.  In what ways have the discussion and subsequent action by the Faculty Senate in Sem 1 

changed the priorities of the campus administration regarding the Milwaukee Initiative/CMP?  

 

2.  At present, precisely how much gift/grant revenue is actually in the accounts of the UWM 

Foundation or either of its two subsidiaries (Real Estate Foundation, Research Foundation) to 

support the existing and remaining projects in Milwaukee Initiative/CMP, and specifically the 

new Neeskay II for WATER, the acquisition of Tosa/County Grounds, and the development of 

SPH, apart from questions of where SPH is eventually located?   

 

3.  A.  Specifically for Tosa/County Grounds, what is the contractual arrangement with the 

County for acquiring this property for eventual use by UWM?  How does the campus 

administration give direction to the Real Estate Foundation regarding its acquisition?   

B.  Specifically for Pabst Bldg 29, what arrangements exist for UWM acquiring this property for 

eventual use by UWM?  Is the Real Estate Foundation involved in the acquisition?  If so, how 

does the campus give direction to the Real Estate Foundation regarding its acquisition?   

C.  Specifically for WATER, what contractual arrangements are necessary to acquire the adjacent 

land for expansion?  Is the Real Estate Foundation involved in the acquisition?  If so, how does 

the campus give direction to the Real Estate Foundation regarding its acquisition and eventual 

use by UWM?   

D.  It seems that the BOR didn't actually take Wauwatosa or Pabst off the table and that its 

narrative on those items actually reaffirmed their status as ongoing projects.  Nevertheless, the 

BOR didn’t allocate GFSB to these two projects, in the way they did SFS/WATER.  In the view 

of campus administration, how specific are the building plans under the pre-design phase to 

Tosa/County Grounds and Pabst Bldg 29?  We did sign a contract for $500,000 for consulting 

services re buildings that campus administration wants to put at these sites (and WATER), even 

though there exists widespread concern among campus governance groups regarding the Tosa 

and Pabst sites.  Have we now paid for plans for buildings specific for the Tosa and Pabst sites, 

even though acquisition of the sites is not imminent, was never highly endorsed by campus 

governance groups, no GFSB funds are available, and acquisition may in fact not actually be 

supported in the future by the BOR? 

 

4.  What specific revenue sources (current or projected) is the campus administration prepared to 

apply to the CSM project and academic programs housed there (e.g., percentage of 

current/projected dorm revenues, differential tuition, etc.)?  For generating program revenue 

during the balance of the 2009-11 biennium more generally?  For generating program revenue 

during the 2011-13 biennium more generally?  Does the campus need to raise the full $60 M in 

program revenue before it proceeds with any plans for CSM, or can it proceed as portions 

become available? 

 

5.  What priorities has the campus administration identified regarding the academic uses of CSM, 

specifically concerning academic programs associated with (a) STEM and (b) SPH, on the basis 



of the CMP?  To what extent does the feasibility study from 2004 regarding CSM remain 

applicable?  Specifically, to what extent does the campus administration view SPH as located at 

CSM, rather than Pabst Bldg 29, ln light of the action of BOR supporting the acquisition of CSM 

and not allocating any GFSB to Pabst and the extensive remodeling costs associated with Pabst 

Bldg 29?  If plans exist for locating SPH in CSM after it is acquired, what then are the plans of 

campus administration regarding the acquisition of Pabst Bldg 29? 

 

6.  What priorities has the campus administration identified regarding the academic uses of 

Kenwood IRC-I, specifically concerning academic programs associated with (a) STEM and (b) 

SPH, on the basis of the CMP?  To what extent does the campus administration view an 

enhanced CEAS associated with entrpreneurial activity as located on the Kenwood campus 

(Kenwood IRC-I) and possibly USRB (Capitol-First), rather than Tosa/County Grounds, ln light 

of the action of BOR that did not allocate any GFSB to Tosa? 

 

7.  How do Kenwood IRC-I and CSM relate to the ongoing planning cycle (e.g., plans submitted 

by the deans in response to requests from campus administration) for academic programs for the 

balance of the 2009-11 biennium?  For the 2011-13 biennium? 

 

8.  What are the plans of campus administration for dealing with a budget cutback in the second 

year of the current biennium, should one occur, or even in the 2011-13 biennium, should one 

occur, in light of our requirement to generate program revenue to support projects in Milwaukee 

Initiative/CMP?  What specific priorities does the campus administration want to observe? 

 

9.  Can funds raised through gifts/grants and program revenue be applied to projects not 

enumerated by BOR on Jan 8 (e.g., Tosa/County Grounds, Pabst Bldg 29)? 

 

10.  What action does the campus administration contemplate regarding neighborhood 

associations if CSM is acquired and the campus decides to generate revenue/leverage with this 

asset through student housing?  What other revenue generating activities are contemplated 

regarding CSM? 

 

11.  The Chancellor emphasized proximity to third party partners as the driving force behind 

much of the activity associated with the Milwaukee Initiative.  He stated that third party partners 

were necessary to support interdisciplinary activity, in his opinion/experience.  What proportion 

of current campus interdisciplinary activity actually depends on third party partners?  Of 

projected interdisciplinary activity? 

 


